Tips for writing a Letter to the Editor for a local newspaper
Research: Check in with the editorial section of your local paper or their online site for
specific instructions related to length, content, etc. Most papers ask that the length be no
more than 250 words, which is approximately three paragraphs, or about a half page typed.
Shorter is fine, but if it’s longer they may edit it down, and you may not agree with which
parts they choose to cut. It’s best if you can adhere to their guidelines.
Concept: Decide on one clear point you want to make.
Style: Write in short, clear sentences and avoid using jargon or complicated words or ideas.
Remember that this is an opinion piece – but people should know that your opinion on this
subject is credible, because of your work and/or personal experience.
Suggested structure:
First paragraph - Begin by stating your main idea – let readers know what the subject is
and why it is important to you.
Second paragraph - In the middle, you can expand upon that idea or provide additional
supporting facts, examples, or observations to support your point.
Third paragraph - Summarize your point. For example (pick one):
A. An action that you would like someone to take; an invitation to get involved
B. What you would like to see different
C. A thank you to someone who handled a situation well
D. Challenge people to consider a different perspective
Closing - Provide your name and contact information. Most papers will contact you
before printing a letter to confirm that you are the one who submitted it.
Timing: Sometimes letters are printed fairly quickly. Other times, there can be a delay up
to a few weeks, or they may not be printed at all. If you are responding to another letter, be
sure to mention the author, date and briefly refresh people’s memories about the topic.
Positive: It’s usually best to not restate something you disagree with (as that reinforces
it), but rather just to state your own opinion. For instance, don’t say “I was offended by Ms.
Barber’s letter of June 13 when she said that opening a group home in our neighborhood
will devalue our property value.” Instead consider something like “Ms. Barber’s letter on
June 13 about group homes inspired me to tell you about my wonderful experience in living
across the street from one for the past 12 years.”
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